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Abstract: The abundance in bandwidth available
in the best monomode fibres may be exchanged
for improved receiver sensitivity by employing
digital PPM. This paper presents a performance
and optimisation analysis for a digital PPM
coding scheme operating over a fibre channel
employing a PIN-BJT receiver and assuming a
Gaussian received pulse shape. We present original results for a 50 Mbit/s, 1.3 pm wavelength
digital PPM system and conclude that, provided
the fibre bandwidth is several times that of the
data rate, digital PPM can outperform commercially available PIN-BJT binary PCM
systems.
1

introduction

Digital-pulse position modulation (PPM) is an attractive
technique for trading the abundance of bandwidth available in monomode fibres operating near the wavelength
of minimum chromatic dispersion, for improved receiver
sensitivity. In the main, work presented in the literature
considers digital PPM in the context of free-space communications [1-81. Garrett [9-111 has analysed digital
PPM systems operating over slightly dispersive optical
channels using direct detection PIN-FET receivers and
coherent receivers. Pires and da Rocha [12] have
extended Garretts performance and optimisation analysis
to consider receivers employing avalanche photodiodes.
By minimising bounds on the average error probability,
they have developed a suboptimum PPM-APD receiver.
We present an analysis for digital PPM transmitted
over optical-fibre channels employing PIN-BJT receivers
and assuming a Gaussian-received pulse shape. We adopt
a variational calculus approach to derive an optimal filter
for estimating the arrival time of the pulse. The optimal
filter is shown to be a matched filter in cascade with a
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proportional-derivative-delay
network. Thus,
the
employment of a PIN-BJT pre-amplifier reduces the
complexity of the receiver design in comparison to the
PIN-FET preamplifier [ll], in that the noise whitening
filter may be dispensed with.
Computer-predicted results are presented for a
50 Mbit/s, 1.3 pm digital PPM system assuming a
Gaussian-received pulse shape. We conclude that the
digital PPM system should achieve an improvement in
sensitivity of typically 7.5 dB, over commercially available binary PCM transimpedance PIN-BJT receivers.
2

System models

The model for digital PPM is illustrated in Fig. 1. M bits
(termed the coding level) of binary PCM are converted to
,,(t),
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digital PPM in a time frame length T, and transmitted
by sending a single pulse in one of n = 2M time slots,
each of width WT,.The n time slots are contained in the
fraction rn < 1 of the frame, where rn = nw is the modulation depth. A guard interval (1 - rn)T,, is included at the
end of each frame, for timing extraction purposes and to
prevent interframe interference due to dispersion.
The receiver is synchronised to the transmitter by a
clock which may be derived from the digital PPM pulse
stream. At an instant t, relative to this clock signal, the
receiver output voltage u,(t) crosses a threshold level U,,
with positive slope. The received symbol is determined by
whichever of the n slots contain t,.
The receiver model for a direct-detection transimpedance PIN-BJT preamplifier is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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The preamplifier input impedance is the parallel combination of a capacitance C , and a resistance R , . We
model the detector as an ideal photodiode in parallel
with a capacitance C d . The resistance R , represents the
transistor DC bias and the detector DC return resistance.

occurs at time t,, (no(t),) = mean-square receiver output
noise.
3.1.2 Wrong slot errors: These occur when noise on the
leading edge of the pulse produces a threshold crossing in

preamplifier Z,

I

Fig. 2

I

Receiver model

N I and N , are the current noise generators representing
the input and output noise sources associated with the
first stage of the preamplifier. The receiver model is identical to that used for binary PCM, except that the predetection filter is replaced by the optimal filter derived in
Section 3.3.

the time slot immediately preceding or following that
containing the pulse. The probability of a wrong slot
error P , is given by
P,

= erfc

(5)

(3)

where
3

Analysis

3.1 Error sources
Fig. 3 illustrates the three sources of error in estimating
the arrival time of the pulse.
nominal pulse snape
actual noisy output voltage

(4)

3.1.3 False-alarm errors: In the interval between the
start of the frame and the arrival of the signal pulse, the
receiver output voltage may cross the threshold, owing to
noise with probability

P,

= erfc

(3

where

_~.__
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Error sources

The numbers of uncorrelated samples per time slot can
be estimated in terms of the time 7, at which the autocorrelation function of the receiver filter has become small,
as (rnT,/nz,). The probability per time slot of false alarm
error is then approximated by [13]

3.1.1 Erasures: An erasure error occurs whenever noise

destroys the pulse, thus preventing detection. The probability of an erasure error P , , assuming the receiver
output noise voltage is a Gaussian random-variable, is
P,

= 0.5

erfc

(3)

where

and ud = uo(td) = receiver output at the threshold crossing time, U, = uo(t,) = peak receiver output voltage which
90

(7)

when P , 4 1.

3.2 Performance criterion
A digital PPM transmitter emits a set a. symbols x i €
[x,]:=~ which consist of the n equiprobable pulse positions, and the receiver receives a set y j E [y,]:2: consisting of the n pulse positions plus erasures. We specify, as
our performance criterion, that the equivocation rate of
the digital PPM system should be the same as in a binary
PCM system, with the same source entropy rate and with
an error probability of lo-'. The equivocation rate of the
IEE PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 137, P t . J , N o . 2, APRIL 1990
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the partial equivocation due to false alarm errors as
H , ( X I Y ) = -P, log, ( PI

PDD network

A-1

e-Jmtp

t h r e sho I d

;)-(2)

+-

which are independent under the conditions P, e P, or
P, B P,, which is generally true except for a small range
of fibre bandwidths. Thus, the performance criterion
becomes

+ H,(X

I Y ) - H p C d X I Y ) = 0 (14)

3.3 The optimal filter
Fig. 4

The optimaljlter

and so we need to evaluate P ( Y I X ) . As we are assuming
a threshold-crossing detector, false-alarm errors can only
occur in the time slots preceding the pulse. If the pulse is
in slot k, and P, is small, the probability of a threshold
violation is approximately ( k - 1)P,. Wrong slot errors
can only occur in the time slots either side of that containing the pulse, whereas erasure errors can only occur
in the slot containing the pulse. Hence, for a pulse in slot
k:
P(0 I k) = P,

(an erasure)

P(l Ik), ...) P(k - 21k) = P,

(false alarm)

P(k

-

1 I k) = P,

+

PS

-

2

P(k I k) = 1 - Ps - P,

-

(1 - k)P,

P(k

+ 1 I k) = P2S

P(k

+ 2 I k), . .., P(n 1 k) = 0

(correct detection)

We represent the predetection filter as a linear filter with
transfer function C(w) and impulse response g(t). For a
transimpedance PIN-BJT preamplifier, the output noise
spectrum is approximately white with power spectral
density So [14]. Thus, the mean-square noise at the filter
output is given by
(no(t)’>

=

s o j:a92(r)

dt

(15)

If we denote the preamplifier output voltage as upa(t),
then the filter output voltage becomes
(udt))

= g(t)

* upa(t) =

s::

g(Tbpa(t - T)

d~

(16)

The filter output voltage at the threshold crossing instant
(which can be taken as t = 0 without loss of generality),
its slope and the peak output voltage (t = rp) are
‘d

=

0,

=

= ]:zdT)upa(-T)

dT

(17)

-

By enumeration for a given k, and averaging over all k,
we find
H ( X I Y)

=

-

P, log,(P,)

x log2(P,

+ P, + P,

+
-

-

2) (2)
-

(%)

=

s_:

9(T)UP,(tP

-

4 dT

(19)

The optimal function g(t) minimises (n0(t),) subject to
constrained u d , U&, up and can be derived by variational
calculus. The Lagrangian is

L

logz(+)

(uo(t,)>

= So

s_:

g2(T)

dT

+ 2 s j:mg(T)uba(
+

~r

]:mg(T)upa(tp

+ AI
-7)

dT

- T ) dT

(20)

The condition for a stationary point in L yields a filter
impulse response given by
1
g ( 4 = - CAf upo(- T ) - A, Oba( - T ) + 2, upa(tp- TI1
SO

Defining the partial equivocation due to erasure errors as

(21)
with Fourier transform

the partial equivocation due to wrong slot errors as

(;)[

H,(XI Y ) = Ps - - log 2(?)

31

+ log, (P, + -

in which the signs have been chosen to give the threshold
crossing on the positive-going edge of the pulse. The
Lagrangian multipliers A,, A, and E., are factors which are
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to be determined in terms of the system parameters. C(w)
contains an arbitrary scalar factor, thus it is possible to
write

If + I.,

+ A? = 1

I l(t)

T
=

0,'

4S0

2 sinh (w, t ) + e -ocf

(23)

Hence, there are two independent multipliers to be determined. The optimal filter consists of a matched filter in
cascade with a proportional-derivative-delay network
and is illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that, unlike direct
detection employing PIN-FET preamplifiers [I 11, a noise
whitening filter is not required, and so the receiver design
is simplified.
4

(33)

Calculated results for Gaussian received pulses

For a received pulse energy b and pulse shape h,(t) such
that

Recasting eqns. 15 and 17-19 in terms of these integrals
gives :
ud

S _ h , ( t ) dt = 1

= bRZ,[1, KO - R,

1,K 1
U & = bRZ,[Ar K 1 - I,, J2

U, =

the preamplifier output voltage is

bRZ,[%,Jo

(no(t),) = - 1 f J ,
=

jrn

E
2n

J1

-

+ 1fJ o ]

(34)

+ If KO]

(35)

+ %f J l ]

(36)

+ (1.; + A;)Jo

+ 2%,%,K0+ 2 % , 1 , K 1

Z,(w)H,(w)e'"' dw

-m

where R is the photodiode responsivity. Assuming the
preamplifier has a single-pole frequency response, then

(37)

The error function arguments, eqns. 2, 4 and 6, may now
be expressed as

7

where Z , is the low-frequency transimpedance and w, is
the preamplifier - 3 dB bandwidth. The output of the
optimal filter may now be expressed as
<uo(t)> = bRZ,(t)

x %
[,

Q:

* h,(t) * s(t)

-

jw%,

+ %, e-Jwrp]ejo'dw

(26)

Let us define a group of bandwidth-like integrals:
J , = Ik(0) and
given by

K , = I,(t,)

= (bRZ,)'

[I., K O + 1, J 0 l 2
<now2>

From which the error probabilities P,,P, and P, may be
determined.
It is more revealing to calculate the receiver sensitivity
in terms of the system variables [ U , t J u = ud/up) which
are related to the Lagrangian multipliers through the following equations :

(27)
and

The normalised Gaussian received pulse shape is defined
as

H,(w)

= exp

(- y)

Consequently, the J and K integrals become

92

Eqns. 23, 41 and 42 may be solved simultaneously and
the solution written as

In order to determine the
errors (eqn. 7), we require z,,
correlation function of the
small. The autocorrelation
received pulse is

probability of false-alarm
the time at which the autoreceiver filter has become
function for the Gaussian
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This crosses zero at 7 = J(2)a and then approaches zero
asymptotically from below. We will take 7, = a as a conservative estimate in calculating P , .
The receiver sensitivity can now be optimised in terms
of the system variables [U, t p ] . For a given pulse shape
and assumed values of [U, t p ] the J and K integrals are
calculated, from which the Lagrangian multipliers may
be determined and, hence, the error probabilities in terms
of the pulse energy b. An inner iterative loop determines
the value of b that satisfies the performance criterion
given by eqn. 14. The system parameters [U, t p ] are optimised by standard numerical techniques.
Calculations of receiver sensitivity were performed for
a system at 1.3 pm wavelength, using the following practical receiver parameters for a CC-CE PIN-BJT preamplifier [151: receiver bandwidth of 480 MHz, noise
level of 3.2 PA/ JHZ and transimpedance R, = 5 kQ.
Fig. 5 illustrates the pulse shape at the matched filter
output, for various fibre bandwidths which are normal-

width. With reference to Fig. 8, it can be seen that the
performance criterion of eqn. 14 is maintained by ensuring H,(X 1 Y ) and H,(X 1 Y ) are small, to allow for the

x IO'
XI02
fibre b a n d w i d t h normalised to t h e d a t a r a t e

Fig. 6 Filter components as a Junction of Jibre bandwidth at
50.0 Mbitls with n = 128 and m = 0.8
__ delayed filter component 1,
~
~ derivative
_
_ filter component 1,
proportional filter component Af
~

/
'.
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Matched filter output voltage at 50 Mbitls with n = 128 and
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m
~

_
~

=

0.8
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~ normalised
~
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normalised fibre bandwidth = 20.0

-1

b,1

slot width

-'-3

ised to the PCM data rate. In the low-bandwidth region,
the pulse is dispersed and so the rise time is large in comparison to the slot width. To sharpen the rise time and
minimise wrong slot errors, the P D D network weightings
have the values shown in Fig. 6. A comparatively large
derivative component A,, small erasure component Ar and
large proportional component A,, employed in the lowfibre-bandwidth case results in the pulse shape of Fig. 7.
The effect of the pulse shaping has indeed improved the
pulse rise time, the negative precursor arising owing to
the subtraction of the derivative contribution. Fig. 8
shows the partial equivocations as a function of fibre
bandwidth. It can be seen that even with the corrective
action of the P D D network, the partial equivocation
attributed to wrong slot errors is dominant. The pulse
rise time could be further sharpened by increasing the
derivative contributions of the P D D network. However,
an increased derivative contribution reduces the detection threshold level (the value at t = 0 in Fig. 7) and
increases the noise bandwidth. Therefore, in the lowbandwidth region, the pulse energy is minimised by a
tradeoff between the pulse rise time and the noise band-

-A

L

Fig. 7 Proportional-derivative-delay
50.0 Mbitls with n = 128 and m = 0.8
__ normalised fibre bandwidth = 2.0
- ~ _ _ normalised fibre bandwidth = 4.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 8.0
--_
normalised fibre bandwidth = 20.0

network

output

voltage

at

~

dominant H,(XI Y ) . This is achieved by having a large
pulse energy, which results in the threshold level being
sufficiently high above the noise to minimise H,(X I Y)
and Hr(X 1 Y). Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 9, the receiver sensitivity ( P , =
is relatively poor for low fibre
bandwidths.
As the fibre bandwidth is increased, the output of the
matched filter (Fig. 5) becomes less dispersed. Wrong slot
errors become less significant, and so the requirement for
the derivative contribution (Fig. 6 ) decreases. Fig. 8
shows that the partial equivocation attributed to wrong
slot errors, H,(XI Y ) , begins to decrease and is compensated for by increasing HAXI Y ) and H,(XI Y ) to maintain eqn. 14. This increase in H,(X I Y ) and H,(X / Y ) is
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accomplished by a suitable selection of the Lagrangian
multipliers and by reducing the pulse energy. For this
reason, we see the improvement in receiver sensitivity as

U

P O 3

+

0 2
0 1

n
XI

0'

XI02

f i b r e b a n d w i d t h normalised t o t h e d a t a r a t e

by a trade-off between false-alarm errors and erasure
errors.
The improvement in receiver sensitivity continues until
the fibre bandwidth approaches the bandwidth of the
PIN-BJT preamplifier. At this point, any further increase
in fibre bandwidth leads to very little improvement in
receiver sensitivity, because the preamplfier output tends
to approach the impulse response of the preamplifier. In
the high fibre bandwidth region, the situation is similar
to that of PCM in that the receiver sensitivity is determined by a balance between erasure and false-alarm
errors. It is well known that, under this condition, the
optimal filter is a matched filter. However, in PCM a
matched filter degrades receiver sensitivity owing to
intersymbol interference. In digital PPM, a guard interval
is left at the end of each frame, and so this type of interference is not a problem. Hence, in the high fibre bandwidth region the P D D network may be dispensed with,
leading to a simplified receiver deisgn.
Referring back to Fig. 8, it can be seen that there is a
bandwidth at which the three partial equivocations are
equal. This balance in the three error sources suggests
that some type of optimum has been achieved. Inspection
of Fig. 10, which shows the receiver sensitivity as a func-

Fig. 8 Fractional equivocations plotted as a function of fibre bandwidth at 50.0 Mbit/s with n = 128 and m = 0.8
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Fig. 10 Receiver sensitivity as a function of n at 50.0 Mbitls with
m = 0.8
normalised fibre bandwidth = 2.0
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normalised fibre bandwidth = 8.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 20.0
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_ _
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Fig. 9 Receiver sensitivity as a function of fibre bandwidth at
50.0 Mbitls with m = 0.8
n=
2
n=
8
n = 32
n = 128
~- n = 512

~

~

~~~~

~

fibre bandwidth is increased, displayed in Fig. 9. Fig. 6
shows that, in this region, a transition takes place
between Af and I,. The net effect of this is to increase the
threshold level such that U > 0.5 to counter the relatively
large H,(XI Y ) which is n-dependant (n = 128). Both
Figs. 6 and 8 depict the regions of different estimation
strategy. In the low-bandwidth region, the pulse energy is
minimised by a balance between false-alarm errors and
wrong-slot errors. As fibre bandwidth increases, a transition takes place and the pulse energy is then minimised
94

tion of the number of time slots n for various receiver
bandwidths, reveals that, for a constant fibre bandwidth,
there is a value of n that maximises the receiver sensitivity. This optimum does indeed occur when the three
partial equivocations are equal. This situation is similar
to PCM, in which the optimum sensitivity is achieved
when the probability of erasure is the same as the probability of threshold violation. From Fig. 11, it can be seen
that increasing the number of time slots above the
optimum is comparable to operating in the lowbandwidth region in that wrong-slot errors become predominant. As in the condition of low fibre bandwidth, the
pulse energy has to be increased to minimise H,(X I Y )
and H,(X I Y ) and satisfy eqn. 14.Decreasing n below the
IEE PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 137, Pt. J , N o . 2, A P R I L 1990
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optimum results in the peak-to-average power ratio
decreasing. This is compensated for by increasing the
received pulse energy, which, in turn, leads to the degradation in receiver sensitivity illustrated in Fig. 10. Comparing Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 reveals that the low n region is

of that predicted theoretically. The BT&D advanced
function receiver is quoted as having a sensitivity of
-41.5 dBm ( P , =
when operating at 50 Mbit/s
[16]. From Fig. 12, it can be seen that, providing the
fibre bandwidth is several times the data rate, the digital
PPM system can outperform this commercially available
PCM system. For a fibre bandwidth of 1 GHz and a bit
the improvement in receiver sensitivity
error rate of
is 7.5 dB.
5
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analogous to the high fibre bandwidth region, and so the
P D D network may again be dispensed with.
Fig. 12 illustrates the error-rate curves for various fibre
bandwidths. To compare the digital PPM system with a

6

- 4 3 -42 -41
received optical power, dBm

Fig. 12
Receiver error-rate plotted as a Junction of the recieved
optical power (dBm)at 50.0 Mbitls with n = 128 and m = 0.8
~- normalised fibre bandwidth = 2.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 4.0
_____
normalised fibre bandwidth = 8.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 20.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 50.0
normalised fibre bandwidth = 100.0
~~~~
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commercially available binary PCM system, we consider
the optimally biased PIN-BJT preamplifier used in the
BT&D advanced function receiver. The measured sensitivity of this type of preamplifier is normally within 1 dB
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Conclusions

We have analysed the performance of a digital PPM
system transmitted over optical fibre channels employing
PIN-BJT preamplifiers and assuming a Gaussian
received pulse shape. Variational calculus was used to
derive an optimal filter for estimating the pulse arrival
time, taking into account the three error sources inherent
to this form of modulation. The optimal filter was shown
to be a matched filter in cascade with a proportionalderivative-delay network. This receiver implementation is
simpler than that required for the PIN-FET case, in that
a noise whitening filter is not required.
An algorithm has been developed for calculating the
receiver sensitivity in terms of the practical system
parameters [U, t p ] . Digital PPM and binary PCM have
been compared on an equivocation-rate basis. Receiver
sensitivity calculations predict that digital PPM can usefully out-perform commercially available binary PCM
receivers employing optimised PIN-BJT preamplifiers,
providing the fibre bandwidth is several times the data
rate.
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